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Deadline
February 15th.

Extent
The text should fill about 5 pages of 400 words.
Script
•
The article is divided into subsections with distinct headings.
•
Words or technical terms that are not generally known, should be explained
the first time they are used.
•
Quotations should be in double quotes ( ").
•
Place a set of markings in the text, where an illustration inserted (example:
Ill. 1)
•
All abbreviations are written out in full (‘for example’, ‘and so on’, ‘among
other things’).
•
When listing of kings use Arabic numerals (King George 3.).
•
For dates written, use British style with day with figures and month with
letters and year with numbers, in that order. (3 January 2017).
References and notes
End notes will follow immediately after the article. List of literature are placed at the
end.
For literature, list as follows: Surname, First name: Title, Place, Year.
Monographs and journals should be in italics, articles in double quotes:
Examples:
Monograph: Roussel, Aage (ed.): Danish castles and manor houses, Vol. 1-20,
Copenhagen. 1963-68.
Article: Tonnes, Rikke: "Last flowering", in: John Erichsen and Mikkel Venborg
Pedersen (eds.): The manor. Humasn - Society - Landscape - Buildings, Vol. 2,
Copenhagen. 2005.
Photos
Each article may be illustrated with 5-6 illustrations / pictures to be sent in high
resolution digital copies to the editor (that’s me…).
• The photos must have a clear aesthetic quality.
• The motif should be easily accessible when looking at the picture.
• Each article begins with a full-page ‘cover photo’. Consider which image may serve
to present the full argument of the article
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• Get your photos in as high resolution as possible. The file size must not be less
1Megabyte (1MB), otherwise the quality of the call when the image is printed. Full
page images may not be under 2MB. Consider generally how large the images to be
printed in relation to the original size. An image in original size is an old 24x36 mm
slides of poor quality, for instance, not to be enlarged for printing.
• Copyright to the picture must be guaranteed.
To a limited extent Gammel Estrup can be helpful in obtain additional imagery or
buy/obtain rights to images. This must be agreed with the editor as soon as possible.
Captions for illustrations
The captions should be lengthy and held in a narrative style. The captions should
supplement or clarify (not repeat) the script.
Submission
Manuscript, captions and illustrations / pictures sent by email to Marie Kirstine
Elkjær: me@gammelestrup.dk

